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Photosynthesis: How plants use Quantum Mechanincs?



Introduction

 Glance up at the sky for one second and a column of light 300000 km long descends into your

eye. In that same second, the earth’s plants and photosynthetic microbes harvest the solar light

column to make about 16,000 tonnes of new organic matter in the form of trees, grass, seaweed,

dandelions, giant redwoods and apples.

 Plants soak up some of the 1017joules of solar energy

that bathe Earth each second, harvesting as much as

95 percent of it from the light they absorb. The

transformation of sunlight into carbohydrates takes

place in one million billionths of a second, preventing

much of that energy from dissipating as heat.



Photosynthetic plants synthesize carbon-based energy molecules 

from the energy in sunlight. Consequently, they provide an 

abundance of energy for other organisms. Photosynthetic cells 

are quite diverse and include cells found in green plants, 

phytoplankton, and cyanobacteria. 



Great stacks of green coin-like objects are

thylakoids and they are packed full of

molecules of chlorophyll, the pigment that

makes plants green. Thylakoids are the

engines of photosynthesis that, when fueled

by photons of light, can bolt carbon atoms

(absorbed from the carbon dioxide in the

air) together to make the sugars that will go

into our apple.

Structure of a chloroplast

Diagram of a chloroplast inside a cell, showing thylakoid 

stacks

Chloroplasts are organelles that conduct

photosynthesis, where the photosynthetic

pigment chlorophyll captures the energy

from sunlight, converts it, and stores it in

the energy-storage molecules ATP and

NADPH while freeing oxygen from

water in plant and algal cells



The membranous surface of the thylakoid is studded with craggy

green islands forested with tree-like structures terminating in

antennae-like pentagonal plates. These antennae plates are light-

harvesting molecules called chromophores, of which chlorophyll

is the most famous example, and it is these that perform the first

crucial step of photosynthesis: capturing light.



Probably the second most important molecule on our planet 

(after DNA), is chlorophyll.

Chlorophylls are numerous in types,

but all are defined by the presence of

a fifth ring beyond the four pyrrole-

like rings. Most chlorophylls are

classified as chlorins. in chlorophylls

central magnesium atom coordinates

with chlorin, a partially reduced

porphyrin. The magnesium atom’s

outermost electron is only loosely

bound to the rest of the atom and can

be knocked into the surrounding

carbon cage by absorption of a

photon of solar energy to leave a gap

in what is now a positively charged

atom.

chlorin



Nearly all of the chlorophyll in photosynthetic 

organisms is bound to proteins of two types: 

antenna proteins and reaction centre proteins. 



 Photosynthetic organisms harvest light using

networks of chromophores, that absorb the

light, Photons of a definite range of

wavelengths , and efficiently funnel solar

energy toward a reaction center where charge

separation occurs. Nature’s complex system of

chromophores form an antenna to harvest light,

separating the light harvesting from the charge

separation.

Part of the energy is lost as heat, but most of it is 

captured through excitons -electron-hole pairs in the 

chromophores.



The energy in red light corresponds to the transition up to 

the first excited singlet state. The greater energy in blue 

light is sufficient for the electron to reach the higher 

excited singlet state but this state decays rapidly, with the 

loss of some energy, to form the longer-lived, first excited 

state. Thus the energy available for photochemistry 

corresponds to that of the red photon (e.g. 680 nm = 1.82 

eV). The energy of green light does not correspond to that 

needed to promote a valence electron to an excited state 

and thus it is not absorbed but instead reflected or 

transmitted. Hence, chlorophyll is green.



When excited by a photon of light, an antenna

chlorophyll will rapidly pass on the excitation to one of

the adjacent chlorophylls to which it is electronically

coupled. The excitation can visit a large number of

chlorophylls during the lifetime of the excited state (the

fluorescence lifetime for chlorophyll is 5 ns). The coupled

chlorophylls can be within the same protein or in adjacent

proteins that are in close physical contact. However, when

the excitation arrives on a particular chlorophyll in the

reaction centre, rather than passing on the excitation

energy to a neighbouring pigment, an electron is

transferred instead, resulting in the first charge separation.

The “particular” reaction centre chlorophyll of the last

sentence is known as the primary electron donor.



This photochemical reaction forms a pair of oppositely

charged radicals: a highly reducing anion radical and a

highly oxidising cation radical. A series of rapid electron

transfer reactions occurs, out from the anion radical and

in to the cation radical. Each of these reactions involves a

decrease in the standard free energy and an increase in the

distance between the charged radicals. This results in the

formation of a series of radical pairs which are

successively more stable.



But exactly how plants manage this nearly 

instantaneous trick?



Photosynthesis consists of both light-

dependent reactions and light-independent 

reactions.

In plants, the so-called "light"

reactions occur within the

chloroplast thylakoids, where

the forementioned chlorophyll

pigments reside. When light

energy reaches the pigment

molecules, it energizes the

electrons within them, and

these electrons are shunted to

an electron transport chain in

the thylakoid membrane.

Once the light reactions have

occurred, the light-

independent or "dark"

reactions take place in the

chloroplast stroma. During

this process, also known as

carbon fixation, energy from

the ATP and NADPH

molecules generated by the

light reactions drives a

chemical pathway



Excitons 

Excitons are unstable. The electron and its hole feel an attractive

electrostatic force pulling them together. If they recombine, the solar energy

of the original photon is lost as waste heat. So, if the plant is to harness its

captured solar energy, it has to transport the exciton very rapidly to a

molecular manufacturing unit known as the reaction center, where a process

called charge separation takes place.



But reaction centers are usually quite distant, in molecular terms

(nanometer distances) from the excited chlorophyll molecules, so the

energy has to be transferred from one antenna molecule to another within

the chlorophyll forest to reach the reaction center. This can happen thanks

to the tightly packed nature of the chlorophyll. Molecules neighboring the

one that has absorbed the photon can themselves become excited,

effectively inheriting the energy of the initially excited electron, which is

then transferred to their own magnesium atom’s electron.

A photosynthetic reaction center

is a complex of several proteins,

pigments and other co-factors

that together execute the

primary energy conversion

reactions of photosynthesis



Problem :

Which route this energy transfer should take?

If it heads in the wrong direction, randomly hopping from one

molecule to the next in the chlorophyll forest, it will eventually lose its

energy rather than delivering it to the reaction center.

Which way should it turn?

It doesn’t have very long to find its way to its destination before the

exciton expires.



How this photosynthetic energy can find its way to its

destination indeed our most energy-efficient technology

has been one of the biggest puzzles in biology.

It was thought that this energy-hopping from one chlorophyll molecule

to another was haphazard, essentially adopting the search strategy of

last resort, known as a random walk. But random walks are not a very

efficient means of gettinh anywhere.



The Quantum beat

A naturalized American, Graham Fleming. Born in

Barrow in the north of England in 1949 ,he now

heads a group at the University of Berkeley in

California that is acknowledged as one of the world’s

leading research teams in this field, using a powerful

technique with the impressive title of “two-

dimensional Fourier transform electronic

spectroscopy” (2D-FTES). 2D-FTES can probe into

the inner structure and dynamics of the tiniest

molecular systems by targeting them with highly

focused short duration laser pulses.

G. S. Engel, T. R. Calhoun, E. L. Read, T-K. Ahn, T. Manˇcal, Y-C. Cheng, R. E. 

Blankenship and G. R. Fleming, “Evidence for wavelike energy transfer through 

quantum coherence in photosynthetic systems,” Nature, vol. 446 (2007), pp. 782–

6.



The group has performed most of its work

studying not plants, but a photosynthetic

complex called the Fenna–Matthews–Olson

(FMO) protein that is made by photosynthetic

microbes called green sulphur bacteria, found

in the depths of sulphide-rich bodies of water

such as the Black Sea



To probe the chlorophyll sample, the

researchers fired three successive

pulses of laser light into the

photosynthetic complexes. These

pulses deposit their energy in very

rapid and precisely timed bursts and

generate a light signal from the

sample that is picked up by

detectors.

What Greg Engle discovered was a rising and falling signal that oscillated

for at least six hundred femtoseconds. These oscillations are akin to the

interference pattern of light and dark fringes in the two-slit experiment,This

“quantum beat” showed that the exciton wasn’t taking a single route through

the chlorophyll maze but was instead following multiple routes

simultaneously



Electronic spectroscopy

measurements made on a

femtosecond (millionths of a

billionth of a second) time-scale

showed these oscillations meeting

and interfering constructively,

forming wavelike motions of energy

(superposition states) that can

explore all potential energy

pathways simultaneously and

reversibly, meaning they can retreat

from wrong pathways with no

penalty.

This finding contradicts the classical

description of the photosynthetic

energy transfer process light-

capturing pigment as one in which

excitation energy hops from

molecules to reaction center

molecules step-by-step down the

molecular energy ladder.



"We have obtained the first direct evidence that

remarkably long-lived wavelike electronic quantum

coherence plays an important part in energy transfer

processes during photosynthesis," said Graham Fleming,

the principal investigator for the study. “This wavelike

characteristic can explain the extreme efficiency of the

energy transfer because it enables the system to

simultaneously sample all the potential energy pathways

and choose the most efficient one.”



Quantum walk

 The beats that Fleming’s group had discovered in the FMO complex were indeed a
signature of quantum coherence, and one of his colaborators concluded that the
chlorophyll molecules were operating a novel search strategy known as a quantum
walk.

The hopping pathway is random and inefficient unless it takes

advantage of quantum effects that allow it, in effect, to take

multiple pathways at once and select the best ones, behaving

more like a wave than a particle. This efficient movement of

excitons has one key requirement: The chromophores have to be

arranged just right, with exactly the right amount of space

between them. This, Lloyd explains, is known as the “Quantum

Goldilocks Effect."



Fleming’s paper caused its own wave of surprise and consternation that

traveled well beyond the journal club at MIT. But some commentators

were quick to point out that the experiments were conducted with isolated

FMO complexes cooled to 77 K (a chilly −196°C): clearly far colder than

any temperature compatible with plant photosynthesis or even life,

But

low enough to keep that pesky decoherence at bay

How relevant were these chilled bacteria to anything that goes on in 

the hot and messy interiors of plant cells?



Quantum coherence was not limited

to cold FMO complexes.

 2009, Ian Mercer at University College Dublin

He detected quantum beating in another bacterial photosynthetic

system (or photosystem for short) called the Light Harvesting

Complex II (LHC2), which is very similar to a plant

photosystem, but at the normal ambient temperatures in which

plants and microbes normally perform photosynthesis. LHCII is

the most abundant membrane protein on earth. It participates in

the first steps of photosynthesis by harvesting sunlight and

transferring excitation energy to the core complex

I. P. Mercer, Y. C. El-Taha, N. Kajumba, J. P. Marangos, J. W. G. Tisch, M.

Gabrielsen, R. J. Cogdell, E. Springate and E. Turcu, “Instantaneous mapping

of coherently coupled electronic transitions and energy transfers in a

photosynthetic complex using angle-resolved coherent optical wave-mixing,”

Physical Review Letters, vol. 102: 5 (2009), pp. 057402.



 2010, Greg Scholes of the University of Ontario 

He demonstrated quantum beating in the photosystem of a

group of aquatic algae (which, unlike the higher plants, lack

roots, stems and leaves) called cryptophytes, which are

extraordinarily abundant, to the extent that they are responsible

for fixing as much atmospheric carbon (that is, extracting

atmospheric carbon dioxide) as higher plants.

In an algae-eat-algae world, it's the single-celled photosynthetic

organisms at the top (layer of the ocean) that absorb the most

sunlight. Underneath, in the sublayers, are cryptophyte algae

that must compete for photons that have filtered through the

upper depths.

E. Collini, C. Y. Wong, K. E. Wilk, P. M. Curmi, P. Brumer and G. D.

Scholes, “Coherently wired light-harvesting in photosynthetic marine algae

at ambient temperature,” Nature, vol. 463: 7281 (2010), pp. 644–7



Quantum Spinach 

T. R. Calhoun, N. S. Ginsberg, G. S. Schlau-Cohen, Y. C. Cheng, M. Ballottari, R. Bassi and 

G. R. Fleming, “Quantum coherence enabled determination of the energy landscape in light-

harvesting complex II,” Journal of Physical Chemistry B, vol. 113: 51 (2009), pp.16291–5.

Tessa Calhoun and colleagues from

Fleming’s laboratory in Berkeley

detected quantum beating in

another LHC2 system, this time

from spinach. LHC2 is present in

all higher plants and contains 50

percent of all the chlorophyll on

the planet.



“The observation of quantum coherence using two-dimensional

electronic spectroscopy is employed to directly measure the 14

lowest electronic energy levels in light-harvesting complex II

(LHCII), the most abundant antenna complex in plants

containing approximately 50% of the world’s chlorophyll. We

observe that the electronically excited states are relatively

evenly distributed, highlighting an important design principle of

photosynthetic complexes that explains the observed ultrafast

intracomplex energy transfer in LHCII.”



Nature's hot green quantum computers

The physicists and engineers attempting to build

devices such as quantum computers. They tend

to use two main strategies to keep the noise at

bay. First, whenever they can, they cool their

systems down to very close to absolute zero. At

these very low temperatures, the molecular

vibrations are damped, which in turn subdues

the molecular noise. Second, they shield their

equipment within the molecular equivalent of a

sound studio, thereby keeping any

environmental noise at bay.



WHILE physicists struggle to get quantum

computers to function at cryogenic

temperatures, other researchers are saying that

humble algae and bacteria may have been

performing quantum calculations at life-friendly

temperatures for billions of years. The evidence

comes from a study of how energy travels

across the light-harvesting molecules involved

in photosynthesis.



The signature of coherence, quantum beating, was

detected in this energy transport process, evidence that its

near 100 percent efficiency is thanks to excitons quantum

walking their way to the reaction center.

But how excitons maintain 

their coherent wave-like 

behavior while strolling 

through the molecularly noisy 

environment of a living cell 

The living cells, and plants and microbes live in 

hot environments, so how do photosystems 

maintain their tuneful quantum coherence for so 

long?



 The answer appears to be that

photosynthetic reaction centers

exploit two varieties of molecular

noise to maintain rather than

destroy coherence. The first is a

relatively weak and low-level noise,

sometimes called white noise, comes

from the thermal molecular jostling

of all the surrounding molecules,

such as water or metal ions, that

are packed inside living cells.

white noise is a random signal having equal 

intensity at different frequencies, giving it a 

constant power spectral density



The second kind, sometimes called colored

noise, is “louder” and limited to certain

frequencies, just as colored (visible) light is

limited to a narrow range of frequencies on the

electromagnetic spectrum. The source of

colored noise is the vibrations of the larger

molecular structures within the chloroplasts,

such as the pigment (chlorophyll) molecules

and the protein scaffolds that hold them in

place. These vibrations generate the colored

noise.



Professor of Theoretical Physics, Ulm University , Germany

Professor of quantum physics, Ulm University, Germany

They proposed that the noisy interior

of a living cell might act to drive

quantum dynamics and maintain

quantum coherence in photosynthetic

complexes and other biological

systems rather than destroy it.

M. B. Plenio and S. F. Huelga, “Dephasing-assisted transport: quantum networks and

biomolecules,” New Journal of Physics, vol. 10 (2008), 113019; F. Caruso, A. W. Chin,

A. Datta, S. F. Huelga and M. B. Plenio, “Highly efficient energy excitation transfer in

light-harvesting complexes: the fundamental role of noise-assisted transport,” Journal of

Chemical Physics, vol. 131 (2009), 105106–21.



professor of mechanical engineering and physics at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lloyd took a closer look at the algal

photosynthetic complex in which Fleming and

Engel had detected quantum beating. They

showed that transporting the quantum coherent

exciton can be either retarded or assisted by

environmental noise, depending on just how

loud that noise is. If the system is too cold and

quiet, then the exciton tends to oscillate

aimlessly without actually getting anywhere in

particular; whereas in a very hot and noisy

environment something called the quantum

Zeno effect kicks in, which retards quantum

transport. Between these two extremes is a

Goldilocks zone where vibrations are just right

for quantum transport.

M. Mohseni, P. Rebentrost, S. Lloyd and

A. Aspuru-Guzik, “Environment-assisted

quantum walks in photosynthetic energy

transfer,” Journal of Chemical Physics,

vol. 129: 17 (2008), 174106.



The quantum Zeno effect was originally

presented in the 1977 paper "The Zeno's

Paradox in Quantum Theory" (Journal of

Mathematical Physics, PDF), written by

Baidyanaith Misra and George Sudarshan.

B. Misra and G. Sudarshan, “The Zeno paradox in quantum

theory,” Journal of Mathematical Physics, vol. 18 (1977), p.

746: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.523304.

The quantum Zeno effect, as it

came to be known, describes

how continuous observations

can prevent quantum events

from happening. For example,

a radioactive atom, if observed

closely and continuously, will

never decay—an effect often

described in terms of the old

adage “the watched pot never

boils.”



Atoms Won’t Move While You Watch: A Simple

Explanation to the Quantum Zeno Effect

An unstable quantum system is mainly described by

two states: the initial state and the final state. The

initial state, say A, is the un-decayed state and is the

unstable one, while the final state, say B, is the

decayed and stable one. If the system is not being

observed, it will evolve from the un-decayed state into

a superposition of state A and state B over time. The

probability of it being in either of these states is based

on the time evolved. Eventually, when a new

observation is made, the wave function describing the

superposition of states will collapse into either state A

or B depending upon the time evolved.



Let’s imagine that a leaf has just picked up a solar photon

and converted its energy to an exciton. Considered

classically, the exciton is a particle that is localized in

space and time quantum particles also possess a diffuse

wave character that enables them to exist in multiple

places simultaneously as a quantum superposition. It is

the exciton’s waviness that is essential for efficient

quantum transport, for this enables it, But if its quantum

waviness breaks on the molecularly noisy rocks of

decoherence inside the leaf, then its waviness will be lost

and it will become a localized particle stuck in a single

position. The noise essentially acts as a kind of

continuous measurement, and if it is very intense then

decoherence will take place very quickly, before quantum

coherence has a chance to help the exciton wave reach its

destination. This is the quantum Zeno effect: constantly

collapsing the quantum wave into the classical world.



When the MIT team estimated the influence of molecular

noise/vibrations in the bacterial photosynthetic complex, they

discovered that quantum transport was optimal at temperatures

around those at which microbes and plants perform

photosynthesis. This perfect match between optimal transport

efficiency and the kind of temperatures in which living

organisms live is remarkable and, the team claim, suggests that

three billion years of natural selection have fine-tuned the

quantum-level evolutionary engineering of exciton transport to

optimize the most important biochemical reaction in the

biosphere.

“Natural selection tends to drive quantum systems to the degree 

of quantum coherence that is ‘just

right’ for attaining maximum efficiency.”

S. Lloyd, M. Mohseni, A. Shabani and H. 

Rabitz, “The quantum Goldilocks effect: on 

the convergence of timescales in quantum 

transport,” 2011



However, good molecular vibrations are not just

limited to the white noise variety. “Colored”

noise, generated by a limited set of vibrations of

the chlorophyll molecules themselves, or even

the surrounding proteins, is now also thought to

play a key role in keeping decoherence at bay.

E. J. O’Reilly and A. Olaya-Castro, “Non-

classicality of molecular vibrations activating

electronic dynamics at room temperature,”

Nature Communications, vol. 5 (2014), article

no. 3012

Alexandra Olaya-Castro is a Colombian-born theoretical 

physicist, currently a Professor in the Department of 

Physics and Astronomy at University College London.



Quantum Zeno scenario, where too much 

noise is preventing quantum transport

The exciton remains oscillating throughout the 

whole system but doesn’t end up anywhere in 

particular.

Goldilocks zone, with just the right amount of noise delivered

by a self-controlled audience, the disturbance is sufficient to jog

the musicians out of their monotonous repetition to play the full

score with all its dynamics.




